The prevailing model of cerebellar learning states that climbing fibers (CFs) are both driven by, 38 and serve to correct, erroneous motor output. However, this model is grounded largely in studies 39 of behaviors that utilize hardwired neural pathways to link sensory input to motor output. To test 40 whether this model applies to more flexible learning regimes that require arbitrary sensorimotor 41 associations, we have developed a cerebellar-dependent motor learning paradigm compatible 42 with both mesoscale and single dendrite resolution calcium imaging in mice. Here, we find that 43 CFs are preferentially driven by, and more time-locked to correctly executed movements, 44 exhibiting widespread correlated activity within parasagittal processing zones that is governed by 45 predictions about the outcome of movement. Together, these CF activity patterns are well-suited 46 to drive learning based on successful movement by providing predictive instructional input that 47 does not rely exclusively on motor errors. 48 49 50
Introduction
= 19.3 ± 0.8 ms; p=0.513, paired t-test), indicating that mice release the lever sooner but with the 149 same kinematics after learning.
150
To test the necessity of the lobule simplex for this learning, we first locally applied lidocaine 151 in order to block spiking in cerebellar cortical neurons, including PCs. However, consistent with 152 the critical tonic inhibition PCs provide to the deep cerebellar nuclei, we observed significant motor 153 deficits including slowed movement, dramatically fewer initiated trials, and dystonic limb 154 contractions (not shown). Thus, this manipulation was not appropriate to define the necessity of 155 lobule simplex in our task.
156
To avoid significant impairment of motor output, we next used a pharmacological be an overestimate since our measure of event time is limited by our sampling interval (33 ms), 290 and the true onset might have occurred between samples. However, when accounting for the 291 overall spontaneous event rate of ~1 Hz, the 50 ms jitter of events on correct trials is comparatively 292 precise.
293
These results also suggest the possibility of enhanced synchrony at the population level 294 on correct release trials. Indeed, in some sessions, we measured enhanced population 295 synchrony across dendrites ( Fig 6E; 13 out of 30 sessions have significantly elevated synchrony 296 on correct trials, open circles, p<0.05 for each session, mean across the population is not 297 significant, p=0.098, paired t-test.). However, in many experiments, we observed no such 298 increase in population synchrony on correct trials. We thus considered the possibility that 299 enhanced synchrony was location specific, and might obey spatial structure that was not well 300 demarcated at the scale of the field of view in our two-photon experiments.
302
Context determines correlated population activity at the mesoscale level 303 To investigate whether correlated complex spiking was spatially organized, we returned 304 to single photon imaging and analyzed experiments that exhibited widespread GCaMP 305 expression across superficial lobule simplex (n=5 animals, 7 sessions). Using an unsupervised, 306 iterative pixel-clustering approach 26 (methods), we first assessed correlations between pixels 307 across all trials (Fig. 7A ). Despite non-uniform, unpatterned GCaMP expression, this analysis 308 revealed spatial patterns of correlated activity that were organized across parasagittal bands 309 oriented in the rostro-caudal axis. These bands were 221 ± 15 µm wide on average across 39 310 measured zones, consistent with previous anatomical and physiological measurements of 311 cerebellar microzones 38, 39 . Hence, these data support the longstanding hypothesis that the 312 anatomical pattern of climbing fiber projections into the cerebellar cortex establishes functionally 313 distinct parasagittal processing modules.
314
To test how complex spiking is modulated during behavior within and across parasagittal 315 zones, we divided trials according to outcome and analyzed brief epochs surrounding the time of 316 lever release (Fig. 7B ). While this analysis lacks the fine temporal resolution of the two-photon 317 event based analysis in Figure 6 , it nonetheless revealed that activity amongst pixels within a 318 zone exhibited higher correlations for most zones on correct lever release trials as compared to 319 early release trials (rcorrect = 0.77 ± 0.01, rearly = 0.69 ± 0.017, p = 1.60x10 -5 , n=39 clusters, paired increased complex spiking did produce larger correlations, early release trials still had weaker 323 correlations than correct release trials across equivalent activity levels as assessed by linear fits 324 to bootstrapped distributions paired from each trial type (methods) ( Fig. 7D ). Hence, the 325 enhanced correlations on correct trials are not an artifact of enhanced complex spike rates on 326 correct trials. We also found enhanced correlations between neighboring and non-neighboring 327 zones on correct lever release trials ( Fig. 7E ,F) (Correct rneighboring = 0.69 ± 0.03, n=31 cluster 328 pairs, p=0.004 vs early, Correct rnon-neighboring = 0.65 ± 0.03, n=50 cluster pairs, p=6.2x10 -12 vs 329 early, paired t-test). However, these cross-zone correlations were significantly lower on average 330 than those within zones (within zone vs neighboring, p=0.004; within zone vs. non-neighboring 331 p=3.4x10 -4 , unpaired t-test). Hence, these data reveal a precise spatial organization of climbing 332 fiber activity, with highly correlated complex spiking within parasagittal zones that is task specific, 333 differing for movements with the same kinematics depending on behavioral context.
335
Complex spiking signals learned sensorimotor predictions
336
Our data suggests that complex spiking does not signal motor errors in this behavioral 337 paradigm. Instead, our results are consistent with the possibility that the climbing fibers signal 338 either 1) correctly timed motor output, 2) a temporal-difference (TD) prediction error driven by the 339 unexpected visual cue that instructs lever release and predicts upcoming reward delivery, or 3) 340 an expectancy signal related to the probable outcome of movement. To distinguish between these 341 possibilities, we took advantage of the temporal structure of the task, wherein the probability of 342 cue appearance, and thus reward delivery, increases with lever hold time (i.e. the hazard function 343 is not flat). Thus, we tested whether complex spiking depends on lever hold time for correct and 344 early lever releases.
345
We find that while complex spiking is independent of lever hold time for correctly timed 346 movements (1P: r = -0.07, p=0.76, n=17 sessions ; 2P: correct r = -0.01, p=0.98 n=30 sessions; 347 Fig. 8 A,B ), there is a strong positive relationship between lever hold time and complex spiking 348 for early lever releases across both single and multiphoton imaging sessions (1P: 0.91 p<1.0x10 -349 16 , n=17 sessions; 2P: early r = 0.90, p=4.58x10 -6 , n=30 sessions ; Fig. 8 A,B ). The elevated 350 complex spiking associated with longer lever hold times is due to both an increase in spiking at 351 the time of lever release (Window 1: short duration early DF/F = 0.03 ± 9.55x10 -4 , long duration 352 early DF/F = 0.04 ± 0.00, p=3.84x10 -10 , n=1146 dendrites, paired t-test; Figure 8C was not generated by a diversity of response timings across trials or by a separate population of on long duration trials, and occurred approximately 200 ms after lever release when lick rates (Window 1: long duration correct DF/F = 0.07 ± 0.00, long duration early DF/F = 0.04 ± 0.00, p = 364 3.16x10 -7 , n=1146 dendrites, paired t-test). While the visual cue provides the strongest prediction 365 of trial outcome, trial duration also contributes to expectation according to the task structure. In 366 the case that initial expectation is unmet, the climbing fibers also signal this unexpected outcome 367 through an increase in spiking.
368
To further test this model, we performed a second set of experiments to probe the role of test; Figure 8L ). However, omission trials resulted in an additional, late response at the time when 375 lick rates began to decrease and reward delivery was no longer possible (Window 2: rewarded = 376 0.06± 0.01, omission = 0.08 ± 0.01; p=2.54x10 -9 , n=81 dendrites, paired t-test; Figure 8M ). The
377
timing of this late response was similar to the late response following long duration early releases,
378
and was present on single trials and within individual dendrites ( Figure 8J,N 
390
Our data support the hypothesis that these enhanced climbing fiber responses are related 391 to the predicted outcome of movement, which in this behavior constitutes delivery of a water releases when a correct outcome of lever release is more probable. Together, these experiments 400 suggest that climbing fibers carry instructional signals that both predict and evaluate the expected 401 outcome of movement. Such responses are consistent with the known role of cerebellar circuits 402 in generating predictive motor output, and we suggest that they could thus provide a substrate for 403 generating and testing the type forward models that have long been hypothesized to govern 404 cerebellar processing.
405
The climbing fiber activity observed in response to violated expectations has some 406 similarities to the motor error signals seen in classic cerebellar behaviors. However, in our 407 behavioral paradigm, we emphasize that these climbing fiber responses do not reflect motor 408 errors: the movements on trials in which rewards are omitted are identical to those in which 409 rewards are earned. Thus, these results indicate that the climbing fibers can respond differentially 410 to the very same movement according to its expected outcome. These context-specific climbing 411 fiber responses may be due to aspects of our task design. The behavior described here differs 412 from most cerebellar dependent learning regimes in that the movement requiring modification 413 (lever release) is not directly related to an unconditioned stimulus (reward) or response (licking).
414
As a consequence, the cerebellum cannot harness sensorimotor input from hardwired pathways 415 to enable learned changes in motor output. Instead, the necessary forward model must define 416 and evaluate the relationship between a neutral visual stimulus, a forelimb movement, and 417 reward.
418
It remains unclear whether the climbing fiber activity that enables such a forward model is 419 generated at the level of the olive, or if it is inherited from upstream brain regions such as the 420 neocortex, colliculus, or elsewhere. However, evidence suggests that the olive may have access 421 to different information depending on task requirements. Anatomical and physiological work in the 422 rodent has demonstrated that the pathway from the forelimb region of motor cortex to the IO is 423 independent of the pathway providing ascending sensorimotor input to the olive from the 424 periphery 40 . Such data argue that the olive has access to unique information in tasks that involve 425 a descending motor command, and further suggest that the olive may have access to diverse 426 cortical computations. Indeed, the presence of abstract task timing information in the activity of 427 the climbing fibers suggests that the olive has access to higher-order signals. In support of this view, evidence from a different forelimb movement task in non-human primates that also requires imaging of cerebellar complex spiking has revealed correlated activity within parasagittal bands 437 of approximately 200 µm, likely corresponding to "microzones" 16 
863
The symmetry of reaction time data about the sample mean was measured to test the 864 extinguishment of learning after following cue prediction sessions according to skewness. 
